8: Malfeasance and Misconduct
A. Definitions
The definition of Research Misconduct has been debated for at least a decade
and the Federal Government has just completed the final rule. It includes not
only the definitions of research misconduct but also the regulations by which
institutions must address allegations of misconduct as they apply to research
in which PHS funds either support the institution or the research. The
following is taken directly from the Federal Register:
Sec. 93.103 Research misconduct.
Research misconduct means fabrication, falsification, or plagiarism in proposing,
performing, or reviewing research, or in reporting research results.
(a) Fabrication is making up data or results and recording or reporting them.
(b) Falsification is manipulating research materials, equipment, or processes, or
changing or omitting data or results such that the research is not accurately represented
in the research record.
(c) Plagiarism is the appropriation of another person's ideas, processes, results, or
words without giving appropriate credit.
(d) Research misconduct does not include honest error or differences of opinion.
Sec. 93.104 Requirements for findings of research misconduct.
A finding of research misconduct made under this part requires that-(a) There be a significant departure from accepted practices of the relevant research
community; and
(b) The misconduct be committed intentionally, knowingly, or recklessly; and
(c) The allegation be proven by a preponderance of the evidence.
Sec. 93.105 Time limitations.
(a) Six-year limitation. This part applies only to research misconduct occurring within six
years of the date HHS or an institution receives an allegation of research misconduct.
(b) Exceptions to the six-year limitation. Paragraph (a) of this section does not apply in
the following instances:

(1) Subsequent use exception. The respondent continues or renews any incident of
alleged research misconduct that occurred before the six-year limitation through the
citation, republication or other use for the potential benefit of the respondent of the
research record that is alleged to have been fabricated, falsified, or plagiarized.
(2) Health or safety of the public exception. If ORI or the institution, following
consultation with ORI, determines that the alleged misconduct, if it occurred, would
possibly have a substantial
adverse effect on the health or safety of the public.

(3) ``Grandfather'' exception. If HHS or an institution received the allegation of
research misconduct before the effective date of this part.

Sec. 93.106 Evidentiary standards.
The following evidentiary standards apply to findings made under
this part.
(a) Standard of proof. An institutional or HHS finding of research misconduct must be
proved by a preponderance of the evidence.
(b) Burden of proof. (1) The institution or HHS has the burden of proof for making a
finding of research misconduct. The destruction, absence of, or respondent's failure to
provide research records adequately documenting the questioned research is evidence
of research misconduct where the institution or HHS establishes by a preponderance of
the evidence that the respondent intentionally, knowingly, or recklessly had research
records and destroyed them, had the opportunity to maintain the records but did not do
so, or maintained the records and failed to produce them in a timely manner and that the
respondent's conduct constitutes a significant departure from accepted practices of the
relevant research community.
(2) The respondent has the burden of going forward with and the burden of proving, by
a preponderance of the evidence, any and all affirmative defenses raised. In determining
whether HHS or the institution has carried the burden of proof imposed by this part, the
finder of fact shall give due consideration to admissible, credible evidence of honest error
or difference of opinion presented by the respondent.
(3) The respondent has the burden of going forward with and proving by a
preponderance of the evidence any mitigating factors that are relevant to a decision to
impose administrative actions following a research misconduct proceeding.

Applicability paraphrased from 93.100:
a. Research misconduct involving PHS support is contrary to the
interests of the PHS and the Federal government and to the health
and safety of the public, to the integrity of research, and to the
conservation of public funds.
b. The Department of HHS and the institutions that apply for and
receive PHS support for research, training, or research-related
activities jointly share the responsibility for the integrity of the
research process. HHS has the rights of oversight and recipient
institutions have an affirmative duty to protect PHS funds from
misuse by ensuring the integrity of all PHS-supported work, and
primary responsibility for responding to and reporting allegations of
research misconduct.

B. Process
Institutions have the responsibility of dealing with allegations of research
misconduct in a two-step process. In the inquiry stage the facts are gathered
to the extent necessary to determine whether a full-fledged investigation is
necessary. The parallel legal step is an indictment by a Grand Jury. In
research misconduct, a positive report of an inquiry results in an
investigation, comparable to a trial, carried out by an appointed committee.
This is a quasi-legal activity, with lawyers present, disclosure rules,
requirements for detailed record keeping and a requirement for decisions of
guilt or innocence regarding each allegation.
At the initiation of an investigation, the Office of Research Integrity must be
notified. The ORI can be helpful in advising the institution so that the
investigation will be carried out with precise adherence to the rules. The
results of the investigation are reported to the institutional leadership and to
the ORI. If a finding of research misconduct is made, (see above for
definitions), then the institution and funding agency determine the
appropriate sanctions.
The ORI has the authority to review research misconduct investigations as
well as the primary data and to suggest a government investigation if
warranted.
Sometimes the complainant (the whistleblower) or the respondent (the
accused) is not satisfied with the results of the investigation. They can appeal

to the ORI in writing and if deemed warranted, the case can be presented to
an administrative law judge for final adjudication. This is a big change in
response to great criticism of the appeals carried out by the ORI directly.

C. Whistleblowing
If you perceive a situation or activity that you think constitutes research
misconduct, as a scientist and professional you have a responsibility to report
it. While that is part of the underlying bargain of accountability that
professionals make with society, whistleblowers usually act on the basis of
personal hurt or outrage. However, an allegation of research misconduct
must be handled as a very serious matter. Therefore, if you are
contemplating making an allegation, consider the following, derived from
practical suggestions by Chris Gunsalus.
1. Consider it an inquiry rather than an accusation
2. Talk it over with friends
3. Try to figure out whether there is another side to the story
4. Write it down. Focus on the science and the exact details rather
than the person
5. Try to develop support from others in the lab
6. Do not illegally examine someone’s data
Other things you should consider prior to making an allegation
1. You may not have a right to know what’s going on. Is that okay for
you?
2. What kind of satisfaction do you want from the inquiry?
3. If it’s your boss, you may have to move. Is that okay for you?
4. Is there a way to achieve your goals without going to the
“authorities”?
5. Are you prepared for the long haul and for a bad outcome?
Although federal and state legislation and institutional regulation protect
whistleblowers, the outcome of the process is often deleterious to their
careers and their incomes.

D. Litigation, the new approach to research management
When the tort bar finds a weakness in any of our industries or enterprises,
the stakes immediately go up and the costs of paying out or preventing legal
liability add substantial burdens. However, this system of management has
played a significant role in the protection of citizens against malfeasance,
much to the enrichment of the plaintiffs’ lawyers involved. In recent years,
the clinical research establishment has been subject to litigation and the
results have been a great tightening up of subject protections.

Historical - informed consent claims for medical treatment go back to 1914.
Now the clinical research enterprise is subject to new legal claims, an
increased number and types of defendants, and use of class action suit
technique that can multiply the number of claims. Examples include:
1. The Gelsinger case:
Defective informed consent and process
Product liability
Fraud - failed to reveal that previous subjects died and that the
investigators had serious conflicts of interest.
Penn settled eventually for a substantial amount of money.
2. Robertson vs Oklahoma- Melanoma Vaccine
Consent failures
Trial was negligently run -investigator malpractice
Fraudulent representation of the purposes, risks and benefits
3. Wright vs Hutchinson Clinic -preventing graft failure in bone marrow
transplantation. Tried lymphocyte depletion, which didn’t work.
Seattle Times series called it “Uninformed Consent” They claimed
that subjects were lured by greedy doctors into trials where they
weren’t told all the risks. They were applying current consent rules to
20 year old studies.
The legal claims were:
Defective consent, research malpractice,
Failure to disclose COIs
Failure to report deaths to IRB appropriately
Failed to update consent forms
“breach of the right to be treated with dignity” under due process
clause of the 14th amendment
The “Hutch” fought it and won in a landmark decision.
This section derived from Mello, Studdert and Brennan: 2003 Ann Int Med;
139:40-45.

Fraud cases can result in punitive damages and really big awards. Lawyers
are now suing everyone including:
The University,
The teaching hospital,
The PI,
The sponsor
Top university officials
Individual IRB members
The hospital’s patient advocate (Abiomed)
The additional defendants make the costs of litigation much higher and favor
the plaintiffs. With many individuals in the same study, the conditions are
ripe for class-action suits, which provide great rewards to the attorneys.
Impacts of successful litigation:
More suits are inevitable
It has tightened up research on humans - a good thing
It may make IRBs super-conservative, which is a bad thing
It may make monitoring of research mandatory
It may create a spate of rule-making

E. The Importance of Trust
Research on humans is based on trust that the truth is told about the study.
Subjects trust that the institution is fulfilling its responsibilities to the
participants.
Subjects trust that those conducting the study have their best interests at the
top of their agenda.
They also expect that conflicts of interest are disclosed to them and to others.
If we fail, the consequences could be disastrous to ourselves, to our
institutions and to our standing with the public that supports our endeavors.

CASES Chapter 8
Case: Fabrication
In 1984 a faculty member was up for a tenured position in a clinical
department. He was a shoo-in having already published over 100 papers in peerreviewed journals, mostly as first author.

As it turned out, one member of the promotion committee decided to review
some of the papers and found that a number of them used the same instead of
different control groups. When doubts were expressed to the chair, co-authors were
called and they reported that they had never seen the papers and knew nothing
about them. It was discovered that there were no notebooks and no animals had
been ordered to do the studies. The miscreant broke down and confessed.
1. What is the most cost-effective way to produce research results?
2. Why did this person behave like this?
3. Could this happen today?
4.Could you believe the co-authors?

Case: Data Falsification
CAST
Patricia Frankel

Professor and department chair

George Frankel

Patricia’s husband, businessman

Edward Milani

Associate Professor, in
same department
Graduate student in
Milani’s laboratory
Assistant Prof at Yale,
former post-doc of Milani’s
Dean

Jennie Foster
Jim Liu
Jeremy Stoessel

Narrator: Patricia Frankel is a harried department chair, scrambling for talent and trying
to keep her own laboratory afloat in the face of ferocious competition. She is having a
quiet dinner out with her husband, George, a businessman.

Patricia: Today, Jennie Foster, one of Edward’s (Milani, Associate Professor) graduate
students, pulled me aside after a seminar. She told me that she had been unable to
duplicate the critical purification of an alkaloid regulator of signal transduction that Jim
Liu, the post-doc had discovered last year before he went to Yale. The published paper
did not contain all the necessary technical data. Jennie figured that she was lucky to be
able to go to the lab’s original notebooks.
George: The importance of good laboratory documentation.
Patricia: But that’s the problem. Jennie said that the notebooks were not helpful. In
fact, she said there were many erasures in the dataset, the procedural details were vague
and it wasn’t proven that they really had pure regulator. Jennie said that when she called
Jim at Yale for help, he was friendly and offered to look up his personal notes and get
back to her in a week. She said that when she related the conversation to Ed Milano, he
said he didn’t know the details well enough to help her directly, but he was going to take
the notebooks home for review. He would get back to her. That was three weeks ago
and she didn’t hear from either of them. She saw Ed almost every day.
George:

What did you say to her?

Patricia: I told her to be patient. But there’s something funny going on here. Why did
Ed take the notebooks home? Why would Jim have personal notes? I wonder whether
the data in the notebooks supported the conclusions in the paper, which caused quite a stir
when it was published.
George: No matter. It’s not your responsibility to pursue every suspicious statement or
puzzling action that goes on in your department.
Patricia: Well, it’s not so simple. As scientists we have responsibility for the integrity
of the research record and that means uncovering misconduct. Jennie told me that she
made copies of the relevant notebook pages to study and volunteered to show them to me.
I wonder whether I should look at them.
George: Well, you know I like Ed. Hasn’t he been a productive researcher and inspired
teacher? It’s hard to believe that he participated in anything dishonest. Maybe Jennie, in
her naiveté has it all wrong.
Patricia: That’s the dilemma. The suspicion here is of data falsification, a most serious
form of research misconduct. Perhaps Jennie was completely off base but she’s not
naive—in fact, she’s really smart. She isn’t pointing a finger, yet what she’s saying is
quite serious.
Patricia: I wonder how to discuss this with Ed. Should I request his notebooks? Should I
take this to the dean? I really could use some advice because reporting to the dean will
probably initiate an official inquiry.

George: You should think about the potential consequences to you and to Jennie. This
could get out of control. Maybe a colleague can help.
Questions:
1. As a colleague of Dr. Frankel’s what would you suggest?
2. Did Jennie make an allegation on misconduct?
3. Is the proposed crime the process of research or the possibility of a false outcome?

Narrator: Professor Frankel meets with Prof. Milani
Professor Frankel: I hear that there is some problem replicating the purification of
your transduction factor.
Professor Milani: Don’t worry about it. There is nothing to it. Don’t get involved.
Leave it entirely to me and I will clear it up. I am reviewing the notebooks and will
get back to you soon.
Narrator: After a month without progress, Prof. Frankel takes the problem to Dean
Jeremy Stoessel.
Prof. Frankel: Jeremy, we have this little matter that may or may not involve
research misconduct. I am puzzled as to what to do because Ed is my friend and the
grad student is pretty new but the lack of willingness to communicate led me to take
it to you.
Dean Stoessel: Well, this is a serious matter and we can’t just let it go by. These
things have a tendency to have lives of their own. I am going to have to call for a
formal inquiry. Both you and Ms. Foster have to submit written statements to me
within 48 hours and be prepared to testify before the inquiry board.
Questions:
1. Prof Milani refused to cooperate with Prof. Frankel, precipitating the inquiry.
What is his responsibility here and can this be held against him?
2. How much discretion does the integrity officer, the dean in this case, have when
approached with this kind of allegation?
3. Should Prof. Frankel be required to tell Milani that she is going to the Dean?

Narrator: The meeting with Jennie.
Prof. Frankel: Dean Stoessel requested that you and I write a statement describing
the problem with Dr. Milani’s work. He felt that he had to convene an inquiry to

determine whether there was enough here to result in a formal research misconduct
investigation.
Jennie: Why did you go to the Dean withhout telling me first? I really don’t want to
do this. It will seem as though I am a whistleblower, which was never my intention.
I am really into research and this is likely to ruin my career.
Prof. Frankel: It’s too late. The cat is out of the bag. Besides, being a whistleblower
will protect your fellowship. You must do this.
Narrator: Jennie was asked to leave Prof Milani’s lab and the only other lab that
would accept her was Prof. Frankel’s. She was shunned by the other graduate
students, began to lose sleep and ability to concentrate. At his point she was worried
that she had gotten it all wrong and was ruining not only her own career, but those
of Prof Milani whom she liked and Jim Liu whom she never met. And for what!
Questions:
1. For what indeed?
1. Does Jennie have any culpability here?
3. Should she have received counseling? When and what kind?
4. Does removal from lab constitute retaliation against a whistleblower?
Narrator:
The inquiry panel impounded all of the relevant laboratory notebooks. It tried to
get Jim Liu’s personal notes but he denied their existence. With the help of an
expert from another university, the panel decided that the combination of the paper
and the laboratory notes were not sufficient to allow anyone to prepare the
regulator in question. They could not determine whether the purification had
indeed been accomplished. The experimental notes had been altered in a suspicious
manner. They recommended a full investigation.
Dean Stoessel was concerned that the inquiry panel was too eager to suggest
misconduct in what to him seemed to be sloppy science, that was facing validation in
other laboratories. Couldn’t Ed Milani just repurify the transduction regulator,
define the conditions and make the whole problem disappear? However, the report
of the inquiry board constrained him to notify the Office of Research Integrity and
initiate a full-blown investigation.
Questions:
1. What are Dean Stoessel’s degrees of freedom in this case?
a. Can he ignore the committee?
b. Can he defer or delay action?
2. How should the proposed investigation committee be organized?

1. expertise
2. lawyers
Narrator:
When notified of the impending investigation, Professor Milani initiated legal action
for defamation of character and named Jennie Foster, Patricia Frankel and the
University.
Ms. Foster, unprotected by the University, refused to testify further and under the
advice of her attorney, attempted to withdraw her statement, which, she said, was
made under duress.
Professor Frankel carried on her duties gamely but she knew that feelings in her
department supporting Professor Milani ran high. Why, they remonstrated, was
she so ready to accuse a longstanding and productive colleague? She felt her
chairmanship slipping away. She used her influence to get Ms. Foster a training
position at the NIH, but Jennie, discouraged, was beginning to think about other
career possibilities.
Question:

1. How can society provide adequate protection for righteous whistleblowers without
providing excessive protection that would allow chronic malcontents to harass their
bosses?

Narrator:
The investigation committee petitioned Yale to request all notes and notebooks that
Jim Liu took with him when he left. The Dean at Yale approached Jim but he
claimed to have taken nothing whatsoever with him. When asked whether he could
prepare a batch of transduction regulator to demonstrate the validity of the process,
Jim stated that he did nothing wrong and had no interest in having his career
sidetracked, even temporarily. Professor Milani refused to try to prepare a new
batch of regulator for testing because, he claimed, the allegation was frivolous.
He told the investigation committee that there was no intended deception and that
even if the preparation could not be duplicated, the prepared batch was good and
the paper remained well accepted.
Of course, by this time the investigation had gotten out to the scientific public.
Professor Milani’s lab was being shunned by potential graduate students, as were
other laboratories in the department, which was now considered to be “troubled.”
The editors of the journal in which the paper was published were disturbed that an
investigation was under way.

The ORI listed Professor Milani’s case among the investigations it was monitoring.
Question:

1. What do you think about the refusal of Milani and Liu to attempt to
prepare a new batch of regulator and define the procedure?
Narrator:
The investigation panel considered three questions, whether the notebooks
validated the paper, whether the result was correct and whether there was a pattern
of deception either prior to publication or after the allegation of misconduct was
aired. After much sifting of evidence they concluded that actual evidence of
misconduct was too limited to warrant a positive conclusion. They believed that the
data in the notebooks were not adequate to support the results in the paper or
permit replication but that the reported experiments had been carried out. They
believed that the attitudes of both Jim Liu and Edward Milani were reprehensible
in not helping to resolve the issue, and suggested that the journal publish a
statement shedding doubt on Liu and Milani’s paper.
Questions:
1. What are the risks and benefits of the journal publishing a comment on the
paper?
2. At this point what is dean Stoessel’s responsibility?
3. The newspapers have been reporting on the case. What are the institution’s
obligations toward the press and the principals?
Narrator:
At the conclusion of the investigation Professor Milani demands a University
statement exonerating him and Jim Liu, a letter of apology for the accusation, and
removal of Professor Frankel from her administrative duties. Jennie Foster,
learning that the suit against her was not dropped, sends the NIH office of the
Inspector General her copies of the notes, suggests a cover-up and requests a full
investigation. The IG requests the entire file for re-examination.

Questions:
1. What lessons are there to be learned here?
2. Was science served in this case?

Case – Expropriation of trainees work
A graduate student wrote a thesis detailing a new method for teaching
nutrition to schoolchildren. She claimed that one of her thesis advisors
appropriated her ideas, began lecturing on her work and eventually got a grant to
carry out her proposal, excluding her. All agree that he did that, using it to teach
obese adults rather than school children.
She complained, got her Ph.D. but her university did not protect her. The
complaint to the ORI at the Department of HHS was examined and dismissed
eventually because it did not involve the quality of the scientific record and did not
violate the misconduct trio of Fabrication, Falsification or Plagiarism. The faculty
member had not plagiarized because he admitted his source, indicating that the
thesis was published and thus was in the public domain. The thesis was only
available in the institutional library and was not in a peer-reviewed journal.
Questions: 1. What rights does an entrepreneurial faculty member have over
the work of a trainee?
2. If you suspected that this was going to happen to you what would or could
you do?
3. What protections do trainees need?

Case: Possible Misconduct
As the university ombudsperson you find yourself meeting with Al Gianni a
distinguished faculty member who appears somewhat distraught. He explains his
predicament as follows:
“About three months ago I fired a post-doctoral fellow for chronic absence
and lateness and for trying to get others to do her work. The remainder of the lab

had brought her failings to my attention and with regret I let her go. She promptly
found a comparable position in another lab in a nearly research building.
As part of a new paper I recently started writing up a series of experiments she
carried out on samples from a clinical trial. Both the statistician and I
independently found that the data were tampered with. She altered the
computer print outs and enhanced the information in the database so that the
results became highly significant instead of indeterminate. We checked this
over and over and we are sure she falsified the data. The studies had been
completed before we began the process of firing her. I am glad we found it
before publication and can prevent it from ever seeing the light of day.
I am worried that she could do this again in current and future positions and
contaminate the scientific literature. I really don’t know how to proceed and
thought I’d see you right away to help me out.
Questions:

1. What would you ask Dr. Gianni?
2. What would you tell him about his responsibilities?
3. Would you give him advice? If, so what advice?

Case: Unsatisfactory Study
A large drug company identified a series of small molecules that stimulated
the release of growth hormone leading to the increased production of the anabolic
hormone IGF1, which normally declines profoundly with aging. It decided to
conduct trials in elderly physically disabled people with low IGF1 levels to increase
the circulating IGF1, and thus produce the beneficial effects of GH therapy, but
using a single pill a day. If there were beneficial effects, they could thus be achieved
inexpensively. Extensive animal trials showed enhanced GH secretion without
perceived adverse effects. Phase I and phase II trials were quite successful in that
there were no short-term ill effects and the drug reliably increased IGF1 levels in a
dose-dependent manner.
The phase III trial was double blinded and involved 35 centers. The
participant population was that of partially disabled persons over the age of 65.
Most of them were over 75. (65 is considered young these days). In addition to
several blood collections, utilizing a machine that gave objective recordings of power
and load, numerous measures of muscle strength were taken every two months in a
six-month trial. During the conduct of the study the clinical trials coordinators saw
that some of the participants experienced functional improvements but that was not
seen in the muscle strength testing. One man stopped using a cane, for example and
several others improved their ambulation significantly. About four months into the
study, a few participants developed overt hyperglycemia while a few others
experienced a decrease of glucose sensitivity.

The company stopped the study at six months and has denied numerous
entreaties by the investigators to analyze and publish it. The investigators do not
have access to the data. It is rumored that the company gave up research into the
whole category of compounds.
Recent studies of GH administration to the elderly have shown deterioration
of glucose tolerance and some instances of overt diabetes. GH is being utilized at an
increasing rate in the care of older persons who can afford its costs, even though it is
not approved for that purpose and insurance companies will not pay for it.
Questions:
1. What are the issues raised by this case?
2. Is there research misconduct here?
3. Would there be different issues if the drug had been FDA approved and the
trial was a Phase IV trial.
4. How would society best be served?
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